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Stings, of Pennsylvania, was born in Lamar Township, Clinton County, Pa., February 26, , and wasnamed for Rev
Daniel Hartman, a minister who for sixty years traveled the circuits of the Central Pennsylvania Conference of the Metho
dist Episcopal Church.

See Head of state for further explanation of these cases. Parliamentary heads of government This section does
not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. In parliamentary systems, government functions along the following
lines: The ability to vote down legislative proposals of the government. Control over or ability to vote down
fiscal measures and the budget or supply ; a government is powerless without control of the state finances. In a
bicameral system, it is often the so-called lower house , e. Appointment In many countries, the Head of
government is commissioned by the Head of state to form a government, on the basis of the strength of party
support in the lower house, in some other states directly elected by parliament. Many parliamentary systems
require ministers to serve in parliament, while others ban ministers from sitting in parliament; they must resign
on becoming ministers. Removal Heads of government are typically removed from power in a parliamentary
system by Resignation, following: Defeat in a general election. Defeat in a leadership vote at their party
caucus , to be replaced by another member of the same party. Defeat in a parliamentary vote on a major issue,
e. In such cases, a head of government may seek a parliamentary dissolution from the Head of state and
attempt to regain support by popular vote. First among equals or dominating the cabinet? Constitutions differ
in the range and scope of powers granted to the head of government. Some constitutions make a Prime
Minister primus inter pares first among equals and that remains the practical reality for the Prime Minister of
Belgium and the Prime Minister of Finland. It is alleged that the increased personalisation of leadership in a
number of states has led to heads of government becoming themselves "semi-presidential" figures, due in part
to media coverage of politics that focuses on the leader and his or her mandate, rather than on parliament; and
to the increasing centralisation of power in the hands of the head of government. Official residence This
section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. January Learn how and when to remove this template message The Head of government is
often provided with an official residence , often in the same fashion as heads of state often are.
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Sloan-Gordon Family Papers, , n. Correspondence, genealogical information, newspaper clippings, and
photographs of the marriage-related Sloan and Gordon families of Monongahela, Washington County. Minute
Books, Letter Book, etc.: Franklin Literary Association, Annville Academy: Samuel Hazard letter book:
Harrisburg lodge of the Native American Party, which aided materially in the election of Governor James
Pollock, Includes a membership roll. Mechanics Band of Canonsburg: Barker Scrapbooks, , 2 vols.
Scrapbooks embracing programs for musical and dramatic performances attended mainly in the Harrisburg
area. Donehoo Scrapbooks, , , 3 vols. Scrapbooks of clippings regarding Donehoo, who was a member and
secretary of the Pennsylvania Historical Commission, , and state librarian, Willis Fair Scrapbook, , 1 vol.
Volume contains information on prohibition and local option in Pennsylvania, the history of Saltsburg,
Pennsylvania, and especially the Capitol Investigation Commission which investigated the graft involved in
the construction of the Pennsylvania State Capitol. Fair, who served in the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives from Westmoreland County during the and sessions, was a member of the Capitol
Investigation Commission. Robert Proud Notebooks, ca. Special notes pertaining to Philadelphia are included.
Woodward Notebook, , 1 vol. Notebook containing data and comments on cases before the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, prepared by George W. Included are the names of cases for the period from October to June ,
with personal comments, questions, and other notations relating to particular cases. In addition, one page
contains an account of a conversation in between Judge Woodward and Judge William Strong regarding the
presidential election outlook for the Democratic Party. Donehoo was a member and secretary of the
Pennsylvania Historical Commission from , state librarion from , and president of the Potter County Historical
Society. Signatures of members of the Constitutional Convention of , 2 vols. Autographs of the governor,
heads of departments, members and officers of the legislature, , 1 vol. Signatures of the governor, heads of
departments, and members of the House of Representatives, , 1 vol.
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Prior to , care and construction of highways were primarily the responsibility of local governments. In the
Territorial Legislature provided for road maintenance by requiring the Board of County Commissioners in
each county to divide their county into road districts and appoint a road supervisor to oversee each district S.
In , the road supervisor was required to maintain a list of all male residents eligible for two days of road labor
annually. The road supervisor could summon road laborers to work on district roads for the two days of
service between April and December of each year. The Territorial Legislature also provided a means for road
builders to gain right-of-way for roads. Legislation in , , and empowered Boards of County Commissioners to
build roads through improved fields for the sake of public convenience, provided landowners filed documents
consenting to road construction on their properties. In , legislation reorganizing township government required
townships to designate a road supervisor to manage roads and bridges and to establish road districts. The road
supervisor appointed an overseer of highways for each road district in the township to care for roads on the
district level. Upon petition by the required number of property owners, roads could be built or discontinued
provided the township or county advised the public. The purpose of the Good Road Experimental Station was
to determine the most economical method of highway construction in North Dakota. Using convict labor from
the State Penitentiary, the Good Road Experimental Station was authorized to construct a road from the
Capitol grounds to Fort Lincoln, located south of Bismarck. The office of the County Superintendent of
Highways was created in S. Appointed by the Board of County Commissioners, the County Superintendent of
Highways superseded the County Road Supervisor and township road supervisors and road overseers. The
care of county highways by the County Superintendent of Highways has continued relatively unchanged to
this day. Legislation in allowed for the creation of a Board of Highway Improvements within each county in
the state. The Board of Highway Improvements consisted of one member from each road district in the county
and the chairmen of the boards of supervisors in the district. Meeting only once each year in February or
March, the Board of Highway Improvements was required "to formulate plans and methods for the uniform
working and establishing of highways within their county Many other state laws enacted during this period
allowed for local taxation to fund road maintenance. The duties of the State Highway Commission were
limited to highway planning, supervision of State Highway Commission highway projects, consultation with
local governments on highway development, preparation of highway maps, and issuance of bulletins
concerning highway construction laws. The State Highway Commission was reorganized in S. In addition to
the statutory obligations, the reorganized State Highway Commission had responsibility for statewide road and
bridge inspection and providing state aid for construction and maintenance of public roads and bridges. In , the
State Highway Commission assumed the responsibility of registering and licensing motor vehicles with
creation of the Motor Vehicle Registration Department S. Registration of motor vehicles was eventually
removed from the Highway Department by creation of an independent Motor Vehicle Department in Another
reorganization of the State Highway Commission occurred in S. The Department of State Highways was under
the control of the State Highway Commission, which consisted of the Governor as chairman and two
gubernatorial appointees serving four-year terms. The same bill also established a "State Highway System"
which was prohibited from exceeding 7, miles in length. The State Highway Commission was reorganized
again in S. One of the Commission members was appointed Chief Highway Commissioner and served as
chairman of the Commission and administrative head of the Department of State Highways. The State
Highway Commission was repealed in S. By the s, the State Highway Department was responsible for
planning, construction, and maintenance of the state highway system; bridge inspection; regulation of truck
sizes and weights; collection of registration and other highway users fees; prescription of uniform traffic signs;
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coordination of traffic safety programs; maintenance of a State Motor Pool; and distribution of highway maps.
A Tourist Promotion Bureau was authorized in S. A liaison relationship with the Aeronautics Commission was
also created in The Department has three deputy directors: The Bureau was transferred to the Economic
Development Commission in
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The Encyclopedia of Pennsylvania Biography Biographies profile thousands of prominent Pennsylvanians
who contributed to the development of the Commonwealth in many fields of endeavor. The online version
offered by Penn State contains ONLY the volumes of the Encyclopedia known to be in the public domain the
first 14 volumes published before The English emblem books scanned for this project are cultural artifacts
frequently used in the analysis of reading practices, printing history, Elizabethan popular culture, the use of
allegory, and the relationship of word to image. It was one of the first forestry schools in the nation along with
the Biltmore Forestry School and the Yale Forestry School. Along with his group, the Pennsylvanians, he
toured the United States and the world for almost seven decades, building an impressive list of
accomplishments in stage, radio, motion pictures, television and music education. Beatty were a part of the
Penn State University community for the latter half of the 20th century. From the ss, they traveled throughout
the northeastern and southern United States as well as on several trips to Mexico, sampling odonates and
recording their field observations in notebooks. These notebooks, spanning decades of research, contain
records for the approximately 60, odonates that they collected. A Study of German-American Broadsides and
Their Meaning for Germans in North America, , and a print bibliography, which shares the title of this online
bibliography and was compiled by Wellenreuther and his colleagues Reimer Eck and Anne von Kamp. H
Hajjar Heritage A. William Hajjar, a member of the architecture faculty at the Pennsylvania State University
in the s and s, challenged the conservative look of the State College community with his contemporary-style
homes. Malcom assembled the exhibit, spending many months taking pictures, interviewing current and
former owners, and writing the text. These web pages attempt to re-create this exhibit online. Being fairly
modest, he has not tooted his own horn to become widely known, although he has about sixty completed
residential and commercial structures in the area. His main design mode was Mid-Century Modern, now
making a big comeback across the nation. The publication was published monthly through , then became a
weekly edition. The title changed to Highacres Collegian in January and is the current name of the student
newspaper. This digital collection is through April Indirectly his work is known by thousands of locals as one
of the members of the design group for the beautiful, contemporary high school buildings on Westerly
Parkway. Holocaust and Genocide Collection The Holocaust and Genocide Collection at the Penn State
Harrisburg Library consists of classic and scholarly works by leading historians in the field, as well as
personal accounts. Works include general histories, reference sources, documents, juvenile books, curriculum
materials, and conference proceedings, in all formats: Subject areas covered in the collection include works on
ghettos, concentration camps, resistance, liberation, survivors, children of survivors, diaries, memoirs,
biographies, non-Jewish victims, Righteous Gentiles, theology, post-war trials, and reparations. The Archives
are arranged in three series: Transaction Publishers Archives, Irving L. Horowitz Academic Papers, and C.
Wright Mills - the series links above lead to more contextual information about them. Martin Luther King and
Ralph Abernathy are among many leading lights of the civil rights movement represented in the collection.
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October 15, Protestors outside a fundraiser for Gov. Wolf say the mail policy is devastating family
connections. He filed a grievance asking for the mail to be reprinted, but it was rejected. He said digital
delivery was deemed superior to other ideas the department had contemplated, such as limiting mail to
postcards only. The Department first alluded to the plan in an Aug. That month, he said, 1 percent of random
drug tests came back positive. But what if it was just in their heads? Wetzel acknowledged that there had been
delays in mail delivery, and said he had met with the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts to seek
special accommodations for those who may have missed legal deadlines. Numerous studies have shown that
incarcerated people who maintain supportive family relationships fare better after they return home from
prison. At the meeting, many comments from the crowd, submitted on index cards, spoke to the impact of the
mail policy. A photo is a visit from a loved one faraway," one read. She can spend hours at a Rite Aid or a
CVS reading cards and picking out the best card for any occasion. It has to be the perfect card. She underlines
and adds words to it, or cute little drawings. How personal do you think a scanned copy of that card is? And it
may not arrive on his birthday, as she has done for 22 years. Wolf at Yards Brewery in North Philadelphia,
Oneida Taylor, 53, said she thought that the process had effectively cut off communication with a friend at
Phoenix state prison: Wolf over the new prison restrictions. Angela Baker, 50, who married a lifer named Eric
Jolson just two days before postal mail was terminated, said she mailed her husband their marriage license; it
came through in a double-sided photocopy. Yvonne Queen, 62, agreed: Since Ocampo is serving a life
sentence at Smithfield state prison â€” a four-hour drive from Philadelphia â€” she would normally visit for
several hours at a time. But the permanent elimination of mail service feels like a lasting blow. October 15, 6: PA State Archives - MG-8 - Scope and Content Note - Pennsylvania Collection (Miscellaneous)
Full text of "Portraits of the heads of state departments and portraits and sketches of members of the legislature of
Pennsylvania, " See other formats.
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